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Company profile

HVP Aqua is a young company, started by two “young professionals”. Because we have 
experience as customers looking for aquarium LED lighting, we know the market better than 
anyone. HVP Aqua was created using practical experience. Started in 2012, with the 
development of a good and reliable aquarium LED product for fresh water aquariums, we have 
since grown to become a well-known name in the world of aquarium materials. In 2016, 
HVP AQUA entered into a partnership with ARstone “Aquarium Backgrounds and 
Rock modules”. HVP Aqua has proven to be a successful importer and distributor for this Rock modules”. HVP Aqua has proven to be a successful importer and distributor for this 
Czech company.

HVP Aqua is currently active in multiple countries. With dealerships including those in Belgium, 
Latvia, Malta and Denmark, the HVP AQUA brand is well represented throughout Europe.

Company distinctiveness
- Wide range of LED lighting for aquariums;
- Young, practically-oriented company;
- Owned production facility in Asia;- Owned production facility in Asia;
- Dedicated team of technical engineers;
- High-speed international distributors network 
  (import and export);
- The Netherlands’ most innovative aquarium LED 
  lighting-partner;
- 2-year warranty on LED lighting;
- 3-year warranty on backgrounds and rock modules.- 3-year warranty on backgrounds and rock modules.

For partnering dealerships, we have various demonstration 
boards available. These let consumers experience the design 
and functionality of our lamps.
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Freshwater aquarium LED
Characteristics
The fresh water aquarium LED lamps are available in four different colour variations: 7,000 Kelvin,
10,000 Kelvin, Blue/white and RGB (Red Green Blue). The fresh water aquarium LED lamps 
using the 7,000 Kelvin colour are most commonly used in aquariums with plants. The 10,000 Kelvin 
lamps are often used in biotopes such as South America and Malawi. The blue/white lamps are 
often used in Tanganyika biotopes. In addition, the aquarium enthusiast’s personal taste is of 
course instrumental in the choice of colour.course instrumental in the choice of colour.

Light yield
The fresh water aquarium LED lamps have the same light yield as one T5 TL-lamp. So, in order to 
replace your current lighting with LED, you can simply replace the current TL-lamps one by one 
with the same number of white or blue/white LED bars. The RGB LED bar always counts as an 
addition.

Example: 4x T8 of 150 cm = 4x LED bar white or blue/white at 146 cm.

DimensioningDimensioning
The new fresh water aquarium LED lamps by HVP Aqua have 
been produced exclusively for HVP Aqua. Only the highest 
quality materials are used in their production.

Advantages
The lamps are fitted with a waterproof silicone layer, which 
makes them IP68 waterproof. They also come with a 
two-metre-long power cable, which allows the lamps to be two-metre-long power cable, which allows the lamps to be 
easily attached below beneath the aquarium. Our lamps, 
compared to those by other suppliers, are better suited to 
use in an aquarium because they:

- Produce more and better light;
- Fit better (special dimensioning);
- Are produced using the best materials;
- Are extra energy efficient;- Are extra energy efficient;
- Are very competitively priced.
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Characteristics
For fans of marine aquariums, HVP Aqua offers a complete assortment of Power LED products. 
These products have been designed in collaboration with true experts, thus creating their 
current formula for success. The available colours are optimised for coral growth aquarium 
appeal. Our marine aquarium LED lamps are available in the following four colours:

- White (20,000k)
- Blue/White (ratio: 2 white to 1 blue, white 20,000k / blue 460-463Nm)- Blue/White (ratio: 2 white to 1 blue, white 20,000k / blue 460-463Nm)
- Blue (blue 440-460 Nm)
- Blue/Red (ratio: 4 blue to 1 red, blue 470-473Nm / red 680-690Nm)

Various strengths
The marine LED bars are available in two wattages: 1 Watt and 2 Watts per LED. This makes 
the HVP Aqua LED bars exceptionally suitable for both SPS and LPS corals.

Advantages
The lamps are fitted with a waterproof silicone layer, which The lamps are fitted with a waterproof silicone layer, which 
makes them IP68 waterproof. They also come with a 
two-metre-long power cable, which allows the lamps to be 
easily attached below beneath the aquarium. Our lamps, 
compared to those by other suppliers, are better suited to use 
in an aquarium because they:

- Produce more and better light;
- Fit better (special dimensioning);- Fit better (special dimensioning);
- Are produced using the best materials;
- Are extra energy efficient;
- Are very competitively priced.

The LED lamps with HVP Aqua power LEDs 
stand out because they are fully dimmable 
(day and night settings possible).

Marine aquarium LED
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Goldline aquarium LED

“One of a kind”
The Goldline LED light is a “one of a kind” and only available from HVP Aqua. We developed this 
lamp ourselves following the wishes of our clients. HVP Aqua greatly values the market’s
requirements and proves it with this unique type of lamp. The Goldline really is an ‘all-in-one’, and 
features full plug & play capability. The lamp is composed of two white LEDs and RGB*. The 
lamp is fully IP68 water-proof and can be placed directly into a T5 or T8 armature. The Goldline 
takes its name from its attractive “black and gold jacket”.takes its name from its attractive “black and gold jacket”.

Technical specifications
- Cable: 1x 2 metre power jack, 1x 2 metre RGB. Both can be fitted to the power adapter with an
  adapter cable (included).
- Color: 4,000k and 7,000k white and RGB (adjustable using the controller)
- LED Type: Epistar 5050 SMD LED
- Lumen: 102 lumens per Watt
- Waterproofing: IP68- Waterproofing: IP68
- In order to provide heat sink, the back of the Goldline is 
  equipped with special cooling ridges. As long as the lamp is 
  given enough room to ‘breathe’ (about 5-10 cm clear height),
- lifespan: 30,000 – 50,000 burning hours.

Mounting
The lamps can be easily mounted in existing TL-holders 
(T5 and T8).(T5 and T8).

For dealerships
For partnering dealerships, we have demonstration boards 
available. These let consumers experience the design and 
functionality of our Goldline lamps.

(*The RGB LED dimmer option is only available 
in combination with our controller. Without 
the controller, RGB, as well as the white LEDs  the controller, RGB, as well as the white LEDs  
is always at 100%).
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NANO LED

Features
The HVP AQUA Nano LED lighting is suitable for freshwater and saltwater aquariums with a 
maximum size of 40 cm (per lamp). If used in a saltwater aquarium, we recommend only using 
the Nano LEDs for aquariums with leather corals or artificial corals. Both lamps can only be 
dimmed manually and can be optionally linked to a time switch. The lights are available in 
two types: 

1. Blue/white: These lights have 6x 2835 SMD blue LEDs of 460-480 Nm and 18x 2835 SMD white 1. Blue/white: These lights have 6x 2835 SMD blue LEDs of 460-480 Nm and 18x 2835 SMD white 
 LEDs of 7000 K. The colours blue and white can be dimmed independently of each other by 
means of the button at the rear of the lamp. This way, there is the option of, for instance, 
turning on a night light.

2. RGB: These lights have 24x 5050 SMD RGB (Red, Green, Blue) LEDs. They can be set to 17 
colours and 2 automatic dimming options (fast dimming and slow dimming) by means of the 
button at the rear of the lamp. 

Light outputLight output
The blue/white Nano aquarium LED lights have the same light 
output as one T5 fluorescent lamp with the same length. The 
RGB Nano aquarium LED lights produce approximately 75% of 
a T5 fluorescent lamp of the same length. It is possible to 
produce multiple Nano LED lamps next to each other.

Dimensions
The Nano LED lights are available in one size: 26x6.5x1cm The Nano LED lights are available in one size: 26x6.5x1cm 
(LxWxH) and come with a mounting kit including 16 cm 
gooseneck, which can be used to place the lamp in the 
desired position above the aquarium. 

Benefits
- Modern design
- Competitively priced
- Easy installation- Easy installation
- Available in two colours
- Colours are manually dimmable
- Energy saving



SPS LPS
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Alimar

Dimensions, cm
130x60x23*
160x60x23*
200x60x23*
200x70x23*
250x70x23*
300x80x23*300x80x23*

*23 cm on the deepest point

3D backgrounds Alimar were specially designed for larger tanks in Malawi style in order not to 
swallow a lot of aquarium space, but at the same time it has a max. depth up to 23 cm in some 
points and creates a great visual 3D cave effect. It looks extremely natural and “rocky” with its 
amazing cracks and fractures.

COLOURS FOR ANY TANK AND TASTE
You can choose among several different colours which are 
available for almost all ARSTONE products:

- Basalt Gneiss
- Grey Gneiss
- Alpenkalk
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Marine+ LED

Features
The HVP AQUA Marine+ LED lighting is suitable for saltwater aquariums with a maximum size 
of 60 cm (per lamp). The lights are equipped with 4 channels which can be independently 
dimmed via the Wi-Fi-controlled (iOS and Android) application (iOS and Android). The lights can 
be mutually connected to each other, which allows for “a master and slave” setup. The lights 
then operate in sync with each other. The lights are available in two versions:

1.1. SPS: 
Channel 1: 12x 12,000-14,000 K LEDs Channel 2: 6x 450-460 Nm, 4x 460-465 Nm, 6x 475-485 Nm, 
2x 390-395 Nm, 2x 410-415 Nm, 2x 420-425 Nm, and 2x 430-435 Nm LEDs Channel 3: 1x 640-660 Nm, 
2x 9,500-10,000 K, and 3x 450-460 Nm LEDs Channel 4: 2x 9,500-10,000K LEDs

2. LPS: 
Channel 1: 6x 12,000-14,000 K smf 6x 450-460 Nm LEDs Channel 2: 6x 450-460 Nm, 4x 460-465 Nm, 
6x 475-485 Nm, 2x 390-395 Nm, 2x 410-415 Nm, 2x 420-425 Nm, and 2x 430-435 Nm LEDs Channel 3: 
1x 640-660 Nm, 1x 500-505 Nm, 1x 583-595 Nm, and 1x 640-660 Nm, 1x 500-505 Nm, 1x 583-595 Nm, and 
3x 450-460 Nm LEDs Channel 4: 2x 475-485 Nm LEDs

Light output
The Marine+ LED lights provide more than enough light for the 
growth and development of fish hand corals. Each light has an 
output of 100W, which “wipes the competition off the table”. 

Dimensions
The lights are 12 cm in diameter and 12 cm high. They come The lights are 12 cm in diameter and 12 cm high. They come 
with an easy to install mounting kit. The assembly is safe for the 
glass because the mounting screws are equipped with a silicone
layer. The gooseneck is 41 cm and can be made up to 63 cm 
long with the extension rod included. This way, the light can 
be positioned in any desired position above the 
aquarium. The lights are connected to the wall
socket by means of a 4 metre long cable.socket by means of a 4 metre long cable.

Benefits
- Modern design
- Easy installation
- Wi-Fi controller (iOS and Android)
- Good coral growth
- Available in two versions
- Energy saving- Energy saving
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PROLINE LED

Features
The Proline by HVP AQUA is a lighting range intended for larger (2,000-2,000,000 litre) (public) 
aquariums. Because these large aquariums often involve great (commercial) interests, a 
durable and reliable design of the lighting is a success determining factor. The team of technical 
engineers came up with the design of the HVP AQUA Proline. 
The lighting is 100% waterproof and resistant to the most extreme (weather) conditions. Testing 
under water and in extreme (freezing) cold is among the standard procedures. The quality under water and in extreme (freezing) cold is among the standard procedures. The quality 
and workmanship are incomparable and therefore, a great worldwide success. The lights can
be linked to most dimming systems. 

Light output
The light output of the Proline is extremely high. The amount of light the Proline produces 
is 10x higher than that of a halogen lamp. 100 Watt Proline equates to a 1000 W halogen.

The Proline is available with up to 2000 W and due to the high 
efficiency of this lighting range from HVP AQUA, it is ideal for efficiency of this lighting range from HVP AQUA, it is ideal for 
projects in which lots of light is needed and where there is 
great potential for energy savings. In addition to energy savings, 
the lights have great durability. They last for 30,000-100,000 
hours of light and have a 5 year factory warranty.

Dimensions
The Proline by HVP AQUA is available in many types, shapes, 
and strengths (in Wattage). This means there is a suitable LED and strengths (in Wattage). This means there is a suitable LED 
solution for every project. The colours of the LEDs can be 
customised to the wishes of the customer per 
unit if desired. When replacing conventional 
lighting for the Proline, your adviser can provide 
a customised solution. The visitors/customer will 
therefore experience little to no difference in 
the appearance of the aquarium. the appearance of the aquarium. 

Benefits
- 100% waterproof (IP68)
- 10x more light than Halogen/HQI
- Extremely durable, reliable, and energy-saving
- LEDs can be composed according to 
  customer specifications
- Available in many types, shapes, and - Available in many types, shapes, and 
  strengths (in Wattage)
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Rocky

Dimensions, cm
100x50x13*
120x50x13*
130x50x13*
130x60x13*
150x50x13*
160x60x14*160x60x14*
200x60x14*
200x70x14*

*13-14 cm the deepest point

3D aquarium background Rocky is a very effective and vivid decoration, which gives aquariums 
or terrariums a magnificent volume and a stylish look. The volume is especially noticeable 
under the water. The natural rock simplicity will definitely make any tank individual 
and fascinating. Rocky is perfect for any tank or biotope, especially Malawi or 
African Cichlid.

COLOURS FOR ANY TANK AND TASTE
You can choose among several different colours which are 
available for almost all ARSTONE products:

- Basalt Gneiss
- Grey Gneiss
- Alpenkalk
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ARSTONE BACKGROUNDS AND ROCK MODULES

READY TO INSTALL IN YOUR TANK
You don’t have to apply an additional 
protective epoxy coating yourself like 
some other brands require. Epoxides are 
very dangerous to human health, their 
application requires your time and risk. 
ARSTONE products have no dissilient ARSTONE products have no dissilient 
bubbles on the surface either.

POLYURETHANE HARDNESS & DURABILITY
ARSTONE aquarium decor has almost 
unlimited life span. The upper surface is so 
strong that the risk of its crushing by the 
strong jaws of catfish or reptiles is almost 
minimal. Therefore, any cleaning methods 
can be used, including the most intense can be used, including the most intense 
ones.

A WIDE RANGE OF COLOURS
5 different colours available to any taste: 
Basalt Gneiss, Grey Gneiss, White Limestone 
and Alpenkalk

SAFE MATERIALS
ARSTONE backgrounds have no smell, they 
are nontoxic that is a 100% fish-friendly 
product. The materials do not react with 
fresh and salt water, they are absolutely 
chemically neutral.

DECORATIONS FOR ANY TANK
In addition to standard models you will 
find the unique backgrounds for larger tanks. 
1 meter high and 3 meters long is not the 
maximum for our production.

STYLISH & NATURAL DESIGN
ARSTONE artificial rocks is a replica of 
natural cliffs, rocks and other materials. 
You will appreciate the authentic look of 
all ARSTONE products.

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
All ARSTONE decorations are absolutely 
safe for fish, reptiles, aquatic plants as 
well as for human-beings. We have 
been testing our products since 1998 
and never have we noticed any defects 
or negative factorsor negative factors
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Amazone

Dimensions, cm
100x50x23*
120x50x23*
130x50x23*
130x60x23*
150x50x23*
160x60x23*160x60x23*
200x60x23*
200x70x23*
250x70x23*
300x80x23*

*23 cm the deepest point

3D aquarium backgrounds Amazonas are extremely expressive and stylish. The snag design is 
natural and is actually 100% replica. You can place this background into any freshwater 
aquarium tank. It’s perfect for discus tanks in Amazon style. ARSTONE also offers unique 
non-standard sized models of Amazonas for larger tanks. 

The maximum size of this background is 300x80x23 cm.
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Rainforest root

Dimensions, cm
160x60x35*
200x60x35*
215x70x35*
215x80x35*

*35 cm the deepest point

Rainforest Roots, modules and elements are specially designed as a 3D background alternative 
for larger tanks in the Amazon style. Unlike Amazonas XL by ARSTONE Rainforest root Orinoco 
has no back rocks, so you can use more aquarium plants or create caves with our 
rock modules yourself.
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Malawi

Dimensions, cm

60x40x2*
80x40x2*
100x50x2*
120x50x2*
130x50x2*
130x60x2*130x60x2*
150x50x2*
160x60x2*

*2 cm the deepest point

De ARSTONE Malawi aquarium achterwand is een zeer vlakke maar kwalitatief hoogwaardige 
achterwand welke zeer voordelig is geprijsd. De achterwanden zijn verkrijgbaar is de meest 
voorkomende aquarium afmetingen tot een maximum van 160X60.

COLOURS FOR ANY TANK AND TASTE
You can choose among several different colours which are 
available for almost all ARSTONE products:

- Basalt Gneiss
- Grey Gneiss
- Alpenkalk
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Slimline

Dimensions, cm

50X50x1,5* (A+B module)
20X50X1,5* (C module)
50X60x1,5* (A+B module)
20X60X1,5* (C module)

*1,5 cm the deepest point

Slimline 3D backgrounds are app.15 mm thick. The 3 available segments can be combined in 
order to get the variations for almost any standard and non-standard aquarium and 
terrarium tanks. You can also easily cut any Slimline part if needed. Slimline is an 
inexpensive still high quality decoration as all ARSTONE products.

COLOURS FOR ANY TANK AND TASTE
You can choose among several different colours which are 
available for almost all ARSTONE products:

- Basalt Gneiss
- Grey Gneiss
- Limestone
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Rock modules

Dimensions, cm
C 54x32x20
E 63x35x15
F 60x43x21
L 75x40x13
M 86x46x17
M1 65x26x15M1 65x26x15
M2 44x18x14
O 66x33x9
P 78x44x23
X 36x19x6

3D rocks for aquarium and terrarium decoration will help you to arrange your tank in a creative 
way. The rocks are easy to install and combine as they can be cut or glued with aquarium 
silicone together. You can use them both separately to create rocky tank decorations with 
caves, or in combination with ARSTONE backgrounds. The colours of all the backgrounds 
absolutely match the colours of the rocks. The rocks can be freely used both for fresh-water 
or marine aquariums.

COLOURS FOR ANY TANK AND TASTE
You can choose among several different colours which are 
available for almost all ARSTONE products:

- Basalt Gneiss
- Grey Gneiss
- Alpenkalk
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For more information about the products of HVP AQUA and ARstone 
please contact your personal advisor  
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